DEBTS   AND   SETTLEMENTS
quarrel, but two also to make a compromise,' Eden saw in
Lloyd George's difficulty with his French colleague a matter
of temperament. e The French are essentially masculine,
and perhaps a little prickly to handle intellectually; the
Welsh are perhaps a little more gentle, a little more feminine.
A Frenchman will always wish to proceed by logic, a Welsh-
man by instinct.' It was not, therefore., surprising to see both
setting out for the same objective and ending up in opposite
places. Both having arrived, and both being endowed with
equal volubility, it was no more surprising to find prolonged
conferences in various parts of Europe to settle which was
right.
In one important particular Eden allowed himself the
liberty of criticizing the Government by implication. ' I am
convinced ', he declared, * that a greater measure of under-
standing between this country and the United States is the
most important objective that the Government of this
country could set before us.' The Government should not
allow itself to be stopped in that work by any obstacle, how-
ever formidable or irritating. Irritation, he suggested, was
perhaps the greatest difficulty to overcome. He might have
added that in the previous August Mr. Kellogg, when he
came to Europe to sign the Peace Pact, carefully avoided
London, and that Sir Austen Chamberlain, when in the
United States two months later, took similar pains to keep
away from Washington. America and Great Britain stood
to lose most by a rift in internatio'nal peace. As the two
e world nations' we were the most interested in naval dis-
armament. There are still perhaps unexplored avenues which
might lead us to hope for better results than have been
achieved in the past. He hoped that successive governments,
whatever their political creed, would assiduously pursue good
relations with America, because it is * the most formidable
safeguard for world peace in the years that are to come.'
Baldwin, with the debt settlement as a symbol of his original
sin, was never very successful with the States. Eden, on the
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